
 
 

The Elephant Fable and Buying/Giving Motivations 
 
You know The Elephant Fable: Six blind men are asked to describe an elephant based 
only on the part of the animal they were touching.  Of course, each part was different 
and complete disagreement resulted.  Through the centuries, this story has been used 
to describe diversity in politics, religion, and most anything else.  It illustrates that 
while our subjective truth may feel true, it doesn’t represent the total truth.  
 
Today, I want to apply the principles of the fable to buying and giving motivations.   
I do not hold the total truth.  In fact, I want to explore this topic leaning heavily on 
some accepted research from the 1990s by Cragan and Shield.  I believe that with some 
quality research of your own plus careful consideration, you can better reach an 
individual or group of donors or buyers.  How we answer this question should 
influence the media we select, the creative we design, and the pitch we make. 
 
Are your buyers primarily motivated by righteous, social, or pragmatic tendencies? 
 

 Righteous.  This emphasizes the “correct way” of doing things (often based on 
research on the Internet or through publications), a superior or moral approach, 
or a demonstrated, consistent, high quality.  They are moved by ‘right or wrong’ 
and ‘just or unjust’ claims from an organization. A spotless reputation helps 
since cost is not the major factor.  

 Social.  They emphasize human relationships.  It might even be fun to own, or 
it’s new, or the company is really growing!  Buyers want to appear savvy or 
popular by their peers by making this purchase.  Friendship, caring, family, trust, 
and others who use this product/give to this cause all remain key factors. 

 Pragmatic.  With minimal emotional involvement, pragmatic buyers favor the 
quick, effective, practical, efficient, simple, and value-driven argument.  These 
people want to get the most “bang for their buck.”  The options you offer must 
represent a fair (cheap) price with a service they consider a commodity. 

We stand in danger of holding firm to the opinion that whatever part of the elephant 
we touch is the entirety.  Tendencies co-exist, and through their warring often switch 
primary status.  Mostly, we act like a mixed-up mess.  People may be pragmatic about 
their laundry detergent, social about their car purchase, and righteous about their 
nonprofit support.  What is most compelling at the time will determine how we vote, 
spend, and give.  Understanding what motivates your audience can yield incredible 
dividends.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
Blake Conover, President 


